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Abstract
Towards a Data-driven Object Recognition Framework using Temporal Depth-data
David Birkas
Object recognition using depth-sensors such as the Kinect device has received a lot of attention in
recent years. Yet the limitations of such devices such as large noise and missing data makes the
problem very challenging. In this work I propose a framework for data-driven object recognition
that uses a combination of local and global features as well as time varying depth information.
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Object detection and object retrieval is a huge research area in computer science. It
includes many ﬁelds within computer science, like computer vision [8], [33] and computer
graphics [3], [32]. The reason behind why this task does not belong clearly to one another
lies in the diversity of the use cases of the ﬁnal application. Moreover the pipeline of
such application may need to solve several complex tasks, which one by one may belong
to one of the above mentioned ﬁelds, but they solve a bigger complication altogether.
Furthermore inspecting solutions from diﬀerent perspectives is beneﬁcial. The combined
knowledge of the ﬁeld of Computer Graphics and Vision can highlight and create a wide
range of novel solutions and applications. The reason behind this is that while the
ﬁled of Computer Graphics is making eﬀorts to answer the question: how to produce
image data from models, the ﬁled of Computer Vision is making eﬀorts to answer the
question: how models are produced from image data. All in all, this research area is
clearly beneﬁting from the results of more than one ﬁeld in computer science and hence
it is located in the joint-section of these ﬁelds.
The main question in object detection is how can computers detect, recognize, dis-
tinguish or identify objects from an input data, like an image or video stream, as we
humans do. For us it is an obvious thing and we are pretty good at it even under certain
“complicating” circumstances, such as when an object is partially occluded. However
for computers this is not so trivial. There are many factors that need to be taken into
consideration. Just to name one, for example lighting conditions. These circumstances
can be narrowed down by establishing a speciﬁcation towards our goals. For instance
if the colour information will not be used, then the problem of lighting condition might
be omitted. Therefore it is important to deﬁne the answers to the questions in table 1.1
before designing such system. See also the corresponding image in ﬁgure 1.1 ).
1
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Subject Question
Domain What kind of object(s) do we want to detect?
Accuracy Do we want to detect the exact same object or just the same
type?
Motion Are we going to detect objects in motion or in a static state?
Input type What kind of input data is used for gathering information
of the object?
Number of inputs Are we using a single image or a video stream?
Feature set What kind of information are we extracting from the input?
Approach How we going to use up our feature set for detection pur-
poses?
Table 1.1: Questions what need to be answered before developing an object detection
system
Figure 1.1: Visualization of table 1.1 ’s subjects. Each row corresponds to the same
row in the table
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Object detection systems can be used up in a wide range of applications to improve,
automate, help, solve problems in everyday life of humanity. As it was stated above the
research part of object detection is a joint-section of many computer science ﬁelds, but
solutions to this problem cover an even broader area, where it can be exceedingly useful.
Just to name a few:
• Security systems to detect certain unwanted objects.
• Medical diagnoses to help detect doctors some anomalies .
• Self driving cars to reduce accidents.
• Generating 3D scenes to accelerate certain phases of 3D modelling.
• etc.
The presented solution in this thesis is designed according to table 1.1 as follows. For
the domain I choose objects which are related to oﬃce assets and furniture, for example
computer screens, keyboards, tables, chairs, etc. Yet leaving the opportunity to extend
the object database according to the speciﬁc application. The reason why I favored
these objects as my domain is because detecting everyday like objects reliably is a useful
application. This statement was supported also by a company, who deals within the
security sphere. They would be for example very interested in applications, which can
detect and identify missing objects, which were previously detected. Continuing with
the decisions according to table 1.1, the detection part is focusing on detecting the gen-
eral type of the objects in static scenes. Detecting the exact same object requires a
more complex feature set, which in parallel increases the “complicating” circumstances
what needs to be considered. In my application’s point of view the gain of detecting the
exact same object does not scale compared to how more complex the task can become.
As for input type I choose depth images without the color information captured by the
Microsoft Kinect [11] device. The reason why I have neglected the color information
is because it can make the system sensitive to lighting conditions and objects with the
same shape but diﬀerent textures may result in diﬀerent features because edges in the
color domain do not represent valley and ridges. Since I want the system to be as robust
as it can, I have decided not to use it. Due to the above reasons extracting information
from the pure depth image of an object may produce a more general feature set. This
is because only the intensity values are taken into consideration, which reﬂect only the
geometric information of the object in 3D. Furthermore some models in the supporting
database may have very poor textures or even none, which makes the color information
unstable. Additionally depth images can boost the segmentation and help in the camera
localization because it contains 3D information. To improve the accuracy I am using
multiple images and evaluating the ﬁnal results based on the partial results of the single
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images. As for the feature set base, I choose edges, namely Canny lines [6] obtained
from the object’s depth map. These lines can capture the hidden information of the
corresponding object and this information can be used to identify the type of the object
for example. For the approach a feature based method, particularly the well known bag
of feature words model was chosen. This technique is the state of the art approach in
feature based methods and is robust against occlusions and noise [8], [9]. A summary





Input type Depth image
Number of inputs Multiple images
Feature set Canny lines
Approach Bag of features
Table 1.2: My answers to table 1.1 questions
The main idea behind my solution was to generate a sketch like line drawing from the
object’s depth image and ﬁnd the best corresponding match in the supporting database.
Capturing the silhouettes and the reciprocal internal lines, which heavily depend on the
depth map encapsulates 3D information in a 2D setup. This makes the system more
simple and thus robust. Furthermore sketch based shape retrievals were widely studied
in the past couple of years [2], [3], [4]. The solutions presented in these studies prove
accurate and reliable retrieval results, which raises the question: ”Why don’t we use it for
detection purposes also?”. These methods all rely on a sketch based user interface, where
the user can draw the desired model or scene. However instead of drawing the model
or the scene as a sketch, it could be generated automatically with some input device
like a camera. Hence the user has to only capture the desired model or scene. One of
the biggest and hardest problem of sketch based shape retrieval is the vagueness of how
people sketch [3]. This solution would not just adopt the advantages of such introduced
systems, but also solve this ambiguity. Generating the sketches automatically will lead
to a more consistent matching and due to this consistency the ﬁne tuning of certain
thresholds are more tangible.
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1. In this thesis, I present a pipeline and a corresponding application for object
detection.
2. In my knowledge this is the ﬁrst approach to detect objects from depth images
by tracing it back to a sketch based object retrieval dilemma.
3. Furthermore another innovation in this method is, that it uses multiple depth
images to make the detected results more accurate.
The setup is a moving utility car with a computer running the application along with
the camera on top observing the scene. The system is capable of localizing the camera in
space while detecting objects in the input stream. It is also prepared for 3D scene recon-
struction in future development, by showing corresponding 3D meshes of the detected
objects. The presented system can be used up in a wide range of applications, like in
security systems detecting missing objects, in game development for scene generation,
or in robotics to identify objects and their position in space. A snap shot of the setup
and the application can be seen in ﬁgure 1.2. Also a global pipeline of the system can
be seen in ﬁgure 1.3.
Figure 1.2: Left: the setup, utility car with the computer and the camera on top.
Right: the system identifying the objects on the table correctly.
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Figure 1.3: There are two main phases in the system. The oﬄine, preprocessing
phase and the online, detection phase. a) the input of the preprocessing phase, namely
meshes. b) creating snapshots of each mesh and obtain the corresponding depth image,
then generate the canny lines from it. c) gather the local descriptors from the edge
images. d) create the supporting database from the local descriptors. e) input of
the detection phase, namely depth maps of the viewed scene. f) segment the scene into
objects. g) obtain the edge images of each segmented object’s depth image. h) generate
the local descriptors from the edge images and ﬁnd the closest one in the database. i)
aggregate results from previous frames. j) ﬁnal result.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Object detection is a widely studied research area, but it still draws lot of attention as
a research ﬁled since most of the solutions concentrate only on a speciﬁc portion of the
detection. There is no universal object detector, which would work under any circum-
stances yet. This thesis tries to focus on expanding an already functioning system to a
broader use-case with some additional improvements. As I mentioned in Chapter 1 this
solution is tracing back the problem of object detection to a sketch based object retrieval
proceeding. This chapter will break down the related previous work and fundamental
algorithms used in this thesis in some way.
2.1 Previous Work
This chapter introduces some previous work, which provided guidance for designing
the presented system in Chapter 3. I will also describe one related work from each
important stage of the presented system separately. These important main stages are:
segmentation, descriptor design, detection, registration.
2.1.1 Comparison
There are several work out there, which try to address and solve the problem of object
detection. I am highlighting three present work here for comparison purposes. The ﬁrst
work [36] is using a single deep neural network to detect objects in regular images. When
a system detects an object in an image it draws a bounding box around it, with the
title of the object type. Their results are promising, but training the system is tricky
compared to the presented system in this thesis. They have to provide images with
ground truth bounding boxes around the objects, which they want to detect. In the
7
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presented system training the system or in other words generating the database is much
more easier, discussed later in Chapter 3.1. On the other side using regular 2D images
for object detection makes the system more feasible to integrate it into already existing
systems. The second work [32], which I am highlighting here is related in a way, that
they are using the depth image from the Kinect camera also to obtain some geometric
features from the observed objects. Their system is robust and works well on big objects
like couches and tables, but fails on smaller objects like cups or monitors. However the
presented system in this thesis overcomes this issue and works well on both small and
bigger objects too. One other advantage towards the presented system compared to
theirs is that my system is robust against rotation, while their system would fail to
detect a chair laying on its side for example. These features will be demonstrated in
Chapter 5.3. The third work [4], which I am highlighting here is using the contour
information of the objects encoded it with the Fourier descriptor. The presented system
in their paper works reliable till there is no occlusion. Of course occlusion was not the
case in their setup, but it is in my case. My system is robust against occlusion, which
will be also shown in Chapter 5.3.
2.1.2 Segmentation
Segmentation is the base phase of the system presented in this thesis. The more accurate
the results are of this stage, the more reliably will the detection part work. The reason
for this is because the descriptors will become more robust and unique towards the
object they represent if the output is more accurate of this stage. To make sure the
results are satisﬁable I used depth images as an input for the segmentation. Depth
images represent a snap shot of the scene in the system as a normal image, however
they also provide additional information by introducing the third dimension. Moreover
I convert the depth images into point cloud representation, which is a more feasible
representation of the depth image. More on depth images and point clouds in Chapter
2.2.1. The obtained point clouds need to be processed in a way, that the system can
separate the objects into clusters. To segment the scene I am using a plane detection
algorithm described below.
Since I am receiving the point clouds in an organized fashion it enables the use of graph-
based [12] or connected-component [13] approaches. In this thesis I followed the method
proposed in this paper [1], which uses the connected-component approach.
The main idea behind separating the objects into independent clusters is ﬁrst ﬁnding
planar regions in the viewed scene. For plane representation the following normal form
is used:
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ax+ by + cz + d = 0
Hence such a planar equation is calculated for each point in Euclidean space. To achieve
this the ﬁrst step is to calculate each point’s normal. Calculation of the normals can be
done in real time exploiting the organized property with this proposed technique [14].
After calculating the normals, a point in the point cloud can be represented as follows:
p = {x, y, z, nx, ny, nz}
where p is a point in the point cloud with x, y, z coordinates and nx, ny, nz are the
corresponding normals. The only remaining variable to represent a point with the above
planner equation is the d component which can be calculated as the dot product of the
coordinates and the normals.
nd = (x, y, z) · (nx, ny, nz)
Therefore the ﬁnal representation for a point in a point cloud is:
p = {x, y, z, nx, ny, nz, nd}
To see if two neighbouring points belong to the same plane some distance metric has to
be proposed. For distance metric a range distance is used between the d components:
distrange(p1, p2) = |p1nd − p2nd |
and the distance between the normal directions, which is the dot product of the two
point’s normal:
distnormal(p1, p2) = p1n · p2n
Now we can proceed with the connected-component algorithm. This algorithm works in
a way, that it segments an organized point cloud into a set of partitions. This is done
by labeling with an integer each point in the point cloud. Those points which belong to
the same cluster will be labeled with the same integer. So if
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P (x1, y1) ∈ Si and P (x2, y2) ∈ Si, then L(x1, y1) = L(x2, y2)
where P (x, y) is a point in the point cloud, Si is a cluster of points and L(x, y) is the
label of the given point. The points are compared using a comparison function, where




true, if((distnormal < threshnormal) and
(distrange < threshrange))
false, otherwise
where threshnormal and threshrange are the set thresholds for the distance metrics re-
spectively. The algorithm starts by assigning the ﬁrst point with a label, in this case 0.
Then the ﬁrst row and column are compared with the above comparison function to have
assigned the appropriate labels. The remaining points are then treated by checking their
neighbouring points, P (x − 1, y) (left) and P (x, y − 1) (top). The following scenarios
can happen:
C1(P (x, y), P (x− 1, y)) and C2(P (x, y), P (x, y − 1))
if(C1 && C2) == true, the two segments has to be merged
if(C1 && C2) == false, a new label is assigned to the current point
if(C1 || C2) == true, the point is assigned with matched label
After the label image is produced some reﬁnement has to be done in order to make sure
we have real planner regions, not just locally planner ones. A least squares plane ﬁt
is done on each labeled segment, which has at least Tinliers inliers. To make sure the
results are really planer the curvature is also computed and a Tcurvature threshold is used
to ﬁlter out which are smooth but not planner. The result of this algorithm can be seen
in ﬁgure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The result of the above described algorithm. Image from [1].
2.1.3 Descriptor Design
Designing or choosing the descriptor, which will encapsulate all the necessary informa-
tion, to have the system operate as it is planned is an important step, when planning
such system as it is represented in this thesis. In this thesis I choose the state of the art
descriptor for sketch based object retrieval, which is presented in the next chapter, in
Chapter 2.1.3, but there are several other descriptors, like [23] or [34]. In this chapter
I will present Fourier descriptor [23], which gave me lot of guidance and understanding
towards the ﬁnal decision.
Fourier descriptors are obtained by applying the Fourier transform on the shape’s sig-
nature. The resulting coeﬃcients are the Fourier descriptors. The shape signature is
derived from the boundary curve of the shape, in other words the silhouette. There are
several methods how this signature is exploited from the shapes boundary. The most
commonly used methods are complex coordinates, curvature function and centroid dis-
tance, but it was proven by [29], that centroid distance method outperforms the others
in overall.
The ﬁrst step to compute the centroid distance dependent Fourier descriptors is to obtain
the boundary coordinates.
(x(t), y(t)), t = 0, 1, ..., N − 1
where N equals to the number of boundary points. The centroid distance function is
expressed in the following formula:
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r(t) = ([x(t)− xc]2 + [y(t)− yc]2) 12 , t = 1, 2, ..., N − 1
which represents the distance from the boundary point to the centroid. (xc, yc) represents












The discrete Fourier transform of r(t), which is called dft also in scientiﬁc literature is









), n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1
where an represent the coeﬃcients of the Fourier transform.
The acquired Fourier coeﬃcients are translation invariant due to the translation invari-
ance of the centroid distance. In other words, it does not matter where the shape is in
space, since the distance between its centroid and its boundary points is independent to
the shape’s location. To achieve rotation invariance the phase information of the coef-
ﬁcients are ignored by using only magnitudes |an|. Furthermore scale invariance is also
achieved, by dividing the coeﬃcients with the DC component, namely a0. Also since
the centroid function is a real value function only half of the coeﬃcients are needed to










The similarity measure between two Fourier descriptor is a simple Euclidean distance
between the two feature vector. Fourier descriptor captures coarse or global features
in the lower order coeﬃcients and ﬁner shape features in the higher order coeﬃcients.
Therefore it is robust against noise and irregularities, since they only appear in very
high frequencies, which are usually neglected. Since mostly lower order frequencies are
used it is also a compact descriptor. Fourier descriptor is also capable of reconstructing
the boundary form the given coeﬃcients, which is an important compression feature,
see ﬁgure 2.2. However, since Fourier descriptor only captures silhouette information it
can fail when there are large boundary indentations or protrusions in the input shape,
like what occlusion can cause for example.
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Figure 2.2: In this image the viewer can observe, that the more frequencies are used
to represent a boundary curve, the more information it has to reproduce the curve.
2.1.4 Detection
There are lot of recent work on object detection, like [32] or [33]. There are also some
recent work on sketch based object retrieval, like [2] or [3]. Since I am combining
object detection problem with a sketch based object retrieval dilemma, in this section
I am brieﬂy describing how does the state of the art sketch based retrieval and the
corresponding GALIF feature work [3]. I integrated this algorithm into my system.
The system takes an image with a sketch as an input. First this sketch image or image
of edges, where the edges represent the sketch lines is divided into smaller local image
patches. This is done by generating N×N key points evenly distributed over the image.
A local image patch is centered around a given key point and is represented by an n×n
cell. A pixel is inside this cell if its (x, y) coordinate is inside the cell’s bounding box.
Each patch size is determined by relatively to the image area.
For each local image patch there is a corresponding local feature F . These features are
obtained by ﬁrst applying k number of diﬀerent orientation Gabor ﬁlters to the original
image. The Gabor ﬁlter in the frequency is deﬁned as:
g(u, v) = exp(−2π2((uθ − w0)2σ2x + v2θσ2y))
where (uθ, vθ) = Rθ(u, v)
T is the standard coordinate system rotated by θ, w0 is the
peak response frequency, θ is the ﬁlter orientation, σx frequency bandwidth, σy angular
bandwidth.
Each orientation of the ﬁlter, masks all content that does not possess the right frequency
and orientation. This means that the ﬁlter only responds to a subset of the lines in the
image. All parameters are ﬁxed of the Gabor ﬁlter gi except the rotation. Then each
image is convolved with a k set of Gabor ﬁlters as I mentioned above, which results in
k set of ﬁltered response images.
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Ri = ‖idft(gi ∗ dft(I))‖
where I is the input image, ∗ denotes point-wise multiplication and idft and dft stand
for inverse/forward discrete Fourier transform. Please see an illustration in ﬁgure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Result of the Gabor ﬁlter and the local feature pipeline. The image is
from [3].
This means that the dimension of a local feature vector F for each image, is k × n× n.






All features that do not contain edges are discarded and then are normalized such that
‖F‖2 = 1.
After calculating all local feature vector F for an image they are represented as visual
word frequencies. This means that all local feature vector xi is quantized against the
visual vocabulary, where they are represented as an index qij to their closest visual word.
qij = argminj ‖xi − cj‖
where cj is a cluster centroid of one of the visual words. Finally the ﬁnal histogram of
visual word h representation is deﬁned by
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hj = |{qij}|
To do this we need to generate a visual vocabulary. The vocabulary is generated by
randomly sampling generated local features and clustering them by using k-means clus-
tering [10]. The number of clusters will determine the size of the vocabulary. This
number is very important because it aﬀects the retrieval performance.
2.1.5 Registration
Registration is an important part of the presented system in this thesis. It is important
because this part solves the camera localization problem and the correspondence between
the detected objects through diﬀerent input frames. There are lot of work on this
direction, like [30] and [31] or [35].
In this chapter, I will brieﬂy describe the method called Kinect Fusion used in [30],
because this is the method of my choice. The reason behind it in summary is, that it
is fast due to the GPU implementation and tested on the Kinect camera, which showed
reliable results.
Kinect Fusion uses the well known ICP algorithm to calculate the 6DOF transformation
of the current frame, to the previous one (more on general ICP in Chapter 2.2.5 ).
Each 6DOF transformation result is a local transformation between the current and
the previous frame. Incrementally applying these local transformation to each other
produces the global transformation of the camera. To ﬁnd the correspondances between
frame Fi−1 and Fi, they use the projective data association technique. One of the
innovation of their GPU implementation is, that is uses all points instead of down-
sampling or searching for key-points in the cloud. The result of their algorithm can be
seen in ﬁgure 2.4 below.
Figure 2.4: Result of the Kinect Fusion algorithm. The image shows the position and
orientation of the camera around the scene. The image is from [31].
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2.2 Fundamental Algorithms
This chapter will highlight the most important data structures, algorithms and methods
used in the presented system. These methods are fundamental because they are well
proven throughout the time or they present the state of the art solution in the given
context.
2.2.1 Depth Images and Point Clouds
As an input I am using depth images. Depth images are images like regular images, but
they also carry depth information for each pixel:
p = {r, g, b, d}
where p represents a pixel in the image and r, g, b is the colour, d is the depth infor-
mation. To capture depth images we need a specialized camera, like the Kinect from
Microsoft [11]. Usually these depth images are converted into point cloud data struc-
tures which allows easier management over the captured data and projects the depth
information into 3D Euclidean coordinate space:
p = {r, g, b, x, y, z}
where p represents a point in the point cloud and r, g, b is the colour, x, y, z is the
projected depth into Euclidean space information. Moreover devices like Kinect are
capable of giving these structures in an organized fashion (i.e. matrix):
p0,0 p0,1 p0,2 ..
p1,0 p1,1 p1,2 ..
p2,0 p2,1 p2,2 ..
: : :
where px,y represent a point in the point cloud which corresponds to the appropriate
pixel in the depth image. From this we can quickly see that neighbouring pixels (or
points) can be accessed in constant time, which can be advantageous when processing
these point clouds. An example of a depth image and the corresponding point cloud can
be seen in ﬁgure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Image of a depth map and the corresponding point cloud
2.2.2 RANSAC
For reﬁning the results of the plane detection algorithm I am using the RANSAC or
random sample consensus method [25][26][27]. This method is an iterative algorithm,
which calculates the parameters of certain mathematical models, in this case planes
from a set of points, which might contain outliers. Outliers are points, which does not
belong to the speciﬁed model and inliers are points, which are part of the given model.
This method is non-deterministic, which means that it produces a result in a certain
probability. This result can be improved, by increasing the number of iterations. One
of the biggest advantages of this algorithm is, that it is highly robust against noise.
The algorithm takes a set of points and does the following:
1. Randomly selects n points, in this case n = 3, since with three points a plane can
be deﬁned.
2. Calculates the parameters of the plane from the 3 random points.
3. All other points are then tested against the previously calculated model and are
marked as an outlier or inlier, within a certain threshold.
4. Step 1. to 4. is repeated until the number of iteration is set or enough inliers are
found.
5. The plane’s parameters are recalculated by considering all inlier points.
The ﬁnal result can be seen in ﬁgure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Result of the RANSAC algorithm described above.
2.2.3 Canny Lines
I am using edges as features, gathering them from the depth map of the object. These
edges are the well known Canny lines [6]. In this section I am going to brieﬂy discuss
this technique.
The Canny algorithm ﬁrst ﬁnds the intensity gradient of the image. It applies a pair of
convolution masks (Gx, Gy) and ﬁnds the gradient strength and direction for each pixel







The direction is rounded to four angle intervals, namely 0, 45, 90, 135. After this a non-
maximum suppression is applied [7], where the direction information is used to remove
pixels that are not considered to be part of the edge. Hence only a thin edge will remain.
This is why it is also called an edge thinning technique. The last step is a threshold
check. There are two thresholds an upper (tupper) and a lower (tlower) bound. If
G > tupper
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the pixel is accepted as an edge. If
G < tlower
the pixel is rejected as an edge. If
tupper ≥ G ≥ tlower
the pixel is accepted only if it is connected to a pixel, which is above tupper. A result of
this algorithm can be seen in ﬁgure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: left: the input image, right: the out put of the Canny algorithm
2.2.4 Bag of Features
My selected approach for using my features to detect objects is the bag of feature model
[8], [9]. This model has become the method of choice for aﬃne invariant image retrieval.
Since in this work I actually gathering my features from the grey scale image of the
object’s depth map this technique is feasible.
The bag of feature model compares images based on histogram features. The idea
behind the histograms is basically to divide a range of values into series of intervals
(e.g. bins). This reduces the size of the data and speeds up the comparison between
two set of values. In the bag of feature model a test feature set is used to generate the
vocabulary. The vocabulary is an n dimension vector, which determines the intervals
of the histogram. The vocabulary is generated by clustering the input feature samples
into bigger chunks. The end result of the clustering determines the value of n. After
the vocabulary is generated each value of a feature set of an image is determined to its
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best ﬁt in the vocabulary’s interval ﬁeld and only the number of occurrence of the given
interval is stored in the descriptor. Therefore the end result is a sparse vector of the
given image. It is sparse since an image usually will not hold feature values for each
entry of the vocabulary. In this thesis I follow the rules of creating such vocabulary and
descriptors by [2] and [3]. An illustration can be seen in ﬁgure 2.8 of the bag of feature
model.
Figure 2.8: Illustration of the bag of feature model
2.2.5 ICP
For ﬁnding the correspondence between two aﬃned point clouds I am using the well
known ICP, namely iterative closest point algorithm [18][19][20][21][22]. This algorithm
tends to minimize the diﬀerence between two set of points and ﬁnd the correspond-
ing transformation matrix. It is used in a wide variety of applications, like surface
reconstruction or robot localization. I will be using it for localization and ﬁnding the
correspondence between cloud clusters.
The algorithm takes two set of points, in this case two point clouds. One is the target
or the reference cloud, which will be kept ﬁxed and the other one is the source cloud,
which will be transformed to match the target as best as it can. The transformation
is done in an iterative fashion, hence the ”iterative” in the name. The transformation
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contains both translation and rotation. The general main steps of the algorithm is the
following:
1. For each point in the reference cloud ﬁnd the closest points in the target cloud.
2. Using a mean squared error cost function, estimate the transformation, that will
align each point found in step 1. in the best possible way.
3. Apply the transformation to the source cloud obtained in step 2.
4. Iterate through step 1. and 3., till the desired result is achieved.
An illustration of the method can be observed below in ﬁgure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: The result of the ICP method. From left to right the algorithm converges.
Chapter 3
Proposed Method
The proposed method consist of two main part, an oﬄine (preprocessing) and an on-
line part (detection). The oﬄine section covers the pipeline of creating the supporting
database and the corresponding vocabulary, while the online section covers the pipeline
of the object detection system. Each pipeline consist of several phases. Each phase has
a speciﬁc task, which converts the given input to an output for the next phase. All
phases for both oﬄine and online are explained below with their corresponding input
and output in a separate subsection. There is also two independent subsections besides
the above two, namely the correspondence between the inputs, which runs parallel with
the online phase and the retrieval reﬁnement.
3.1 Oﬄine Section
The oﬄine section’s pipeline inhere from three main phases.
1. Depth View Generation
2. Edge View Generation
3. Vocabulary and Descriptor creation
You can see the pipeline in ﬁgure 3.1. This part is oﬄine because it runs only once
before the online part of the system is used. Therefore for example speed is not a critical
issue in this stage of the system. However without this part the whole online pipeline
would be useless. The input is a set of 3D meshes, from which the vocabulary and the
corresponding supporting database is generated. The supporting database consists of
several local descriptors for each object in the database. The three main phases are
described below in the subsections.
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Figure 3.1: The oﬄine pipeline
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3.1.1 Depth View Generation
The input and output of this phase of the oﬄine pipeline can be seen in table 3.1 below.
Input Output
x Set of 3D meshes 102× x Set of depth images
Table 3.1: Input and output of phase 1 in the oﬄine section of the system, where x
is the number of input 3D meshes.
As table 3.1 states, to generate the database a set of 3D meshes is required as an input.
In this thesis this set contains meshes of oﬃce objects, like computer screens, keyboards,
mugs, etc. A sample set can be seen in ﬁgure 3.2 below. The size of the database should
be at least 100 to 200 meshes to have enough samples for generating the vocabulary
(more on this later in subsection 3.1.3.)
Figure 3.2: Sample of the oﬃce 3D mesh database set.
During the database generation each mesh is loaded and scaled to ﬁt inside the center of
a unit sphere. This sphere is tessellated in a way that it has 102 vertices. A visualization
can be seen in ﬁgure 3.3 oﬀ the tessellated sphere. Each frame the camera is placed to a
diﬀerent vertex of the sphere looking at the center with an up vector of (0, 1, 0). As soon
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as the camera has been at each vertex a new model is loaded and the procedure repeats
itself. From each vertex the camera creates a snapshot of the model’s depth map.
Figure 3.3: Tessellated unit sphere with an object scaled and centered inside it.
The ﬁnal output is a set of depth images of each mesh from the input set. Precisely as
table 3.1 says, 102 depth image of each mesh. A snapshot of the output can be seen in
ﬁgure 3.4 below.
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Figure 3.4: Snapshot of the database depth image series.
3.1.2 Edge View Generation
The input and output of this phase of the oﬄine pipeline can be seen in table 3.2 below.
Input Output
102× x Set of depth images 102× x Set of edge images
Table 3.2: Input and output of phase 2 in the oﬄine section of the system, where x
is the number of input 3D meshes.
The next step is to detect the edges in the generated depth images in the previous phase
and render them as lines in a separate image. To generate the edge images I tried the
following edge detection approaches:
1. Silhouettes
The problem with these type of curves, that they are not descriptive enough to
detect an object with high success rate for the reasons discussed in Chapter 2.1.2.
For example if we look at the contour of a monitor and a mug in ﬁgure 3.5 even
us humans can hardly guess which one is which.
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Figure 3.5: Left: monitor boundary curve. Right: mug boundary curve
2. Suggestive contours [5]
This contour generating technique generates enough edges to be descriptive, but
unfortunately the algorithm generates poor contours on models with poor mesh
connectivity [2]. See the results of this technique on poor meshes in ﬁgure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Suggestive contour result on a poor mesh.
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3. Canny lines [6]
As it was suggested in this [2] paper, if suggestive contours fail the Canny lines
algorithm from depth images is a good alternative, since it also generates enough
curves to become descriptive enough. Hence to generate the edge images I used
the Canny lines technique. Results can be seen in ﬁgure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Results of the Canny line algorithm
The Canny operator have two thresholds as it was explained in Chapter 2.2.3, which
need to be ﬁne tuned in order to produce the desired results. If the thresholds are too
sensitive unwanted lines can appear in the resulting edge images, due to the intensity
jumps in the resolution of the depth image. This is true also the other way around,
which means that if the thresholds are set too tough, edges which are holding useful
information may not appear in the resulting edge image. My Canny thresholds are 10
for the lower bound and 30 for the upper bound. These threshold values are for the
Canny operator used in the OpenCV library. These threshold values produce similar
results for both the database generated depth images and for a real captured object’s
depth images, which will be explained in Chapter 3.2.3.
The ﬁnal output is a set of edge images similarly to the previous phase. As table 3.2
states this phase generates the same amount of edges images as the number of input
depth images. A snapshot of the output can be viewed in ﬁgure 3.8.
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3.1.3 Vocabulary and Descriptor creation
The input and output of this phase of the oﬄine pipeline can be seen in table 3.3 below.
Input Output
102× x Set of edge images 102 × x Set of local descriptors and the
corresponding vocabulary
Table 3.3: Input and output of phase 3 in the oﬄine section of the system, where x
is the number of input 3D meshes.
To generate the local descriptors and the vocabulary I am using the technique described
in Chapter 2.1.3. In this chapter I will quantify the general variables used in that chapter
by the guide of [3].
So far each input model has 102 diﬀerent images containing its corresponding Canny
lines, these are called the edge images. Now for each image a descriptor will be generated,
called as the local descriptor. These local descriptors are generated as follows.
Each image is divided into local image patches. 32 ∗ 32 = 1024 evenly distributed key
points are generated on the given image and a patch is created by centering a 4 × 4
matrix on each key point. The size of the patch is relative to the image size. This value
is 0.2, which means that 20% of the image is covered by an image patch. For each patch
a corresponding local feature is generated, but ﬁrst 4 diﬀerent orientation Gabor ﬁlter
is applied to the original line image (the parameters of the Gabor ﬁlters can be found
in [3]). This means that the local feature’s ﬁnal dimension will be a 4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 = 64. Each
local feature of one image is than quantized against the vocabulary to generate a sparse
local descriptor. The resulting histograms are then stored in an inverted index data
structure [16] in order to achieve faster query during the online stage. The dimension
of this vector depends on the dimension of the vocabulary, which is 1000 in this system.
The vocabulary is generated by randomly sampling 1 million local features. To achieve
a dense pile of distinguished local features the number of input 3D meshes should not
be less then 100. A summary of these values can be seen in table 3.4 below.
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Variable Value
Number of key points 1024
Number of tiles in local image patch 16
Size of local image patch 0.2
Number of Gabor ﬁlters applied 4
Dimension of local feature 64
Dimension of local descriptor 1000
Size of vocabulary 1000
Table 3.4: The quantiﬁed values of chapter 2.5
3.2 Online Section
The online section’s pipeline has four main phases.
1. Depthmap Processing
2. Segmentation
3. Local Descriptor Generation
4. Retrieval
You can see the pipeline in ﬁgure 3.8. The online part of the system is where the actual
detection takes place. This is the part which is closer to the user, hence fast feedback is
an important aspect for example. However the results of this pipeline is highly dependent
on the supporting database generated in the oﬄine phase. The input is a (set of) depth
map of the currently viewed scene. It is then processed through several phases to convert
them into separate objects with corresponding local descriptors. These descriptors are
then compared against the database and the best match will be the current result. The
system gathers more then one view of the viewed scene, therefore the actual ﬁnal result
is reﬁned by multiple current results. The correspondence between the processed views
is also calculated. The below subsections serve as a more spacious explanation of the
various phases of the online pipeline.
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Figure 3.8: The online pipeline
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3.2.1 Depthmap Processing
The input and output of this phase of the online pipeline can be seen in table 3.5 below.
Input Output
Depth image of a scene Corresponding point cloud
Table 3.5: Input and output of phase 1 in the online section of the system.
This phase is a preparation for the segmentation. It starts by projecting the depth value’s
into 3D Euclidean space to generate a point cloud data structure, as it is explained in
Chapter 2.2.1. After having the point cloud structure ready, normals are calculated [14]
for each point. A result of the calculated normals can be seen in ﬁgure 3.9. By having
the normals calculated the segmentation can take place.
Figure 3.9: Result of the normal calculation. White lines represent the normals.
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3.2.2 Segmentation
The input and output of this phase of the online pipeline can be seen in table 3.6 below.
Input Output
Point cloud of a scene Object clusters
Table 3.6: Input and output of phase 2 in the online section of the system.
The segmentation part is a key phase of the system, since the detection will depend on its
results. Therefore the quality and robustness of the segmentation has to be acceptable.
The segmentation part relies on the normals calculated in the previous phase. By having
the normals the plane detection can take place. The algorithm of the technique is
described in Chapter 2.1.1. The result of the algorithm is reﬁned with the technique
called RANSAC, explained in Chapter 2.2.2. If more then one plane is detected a top
to bottom approach is used. First the normals of the detected planes are compared and
sorted into two separate list. One which represents the horizontal planes, like ﬂoor or
table tops and one which represents the vertical planes, like walls for example. After
clustering the planes a sorting procedure takes place on the horizontal list. The sorting
is based on the altitude of the planes. If plane P1 is higher, then P1 > P2, which means
that P1 will be ahead of P2 in the list. After detecting and arranging the planes in the
point cloud the object clustering part is next. The ﬁrst input for the clustering is the
list of the horizontal planes and starts with the ﬁrst element of the list, e.g. the highest
one.
For each plane, which was detected in the previous step a 2D concave hull is calculated,
see ﬁgure 3.10 below. This concave hull is then projected in 3D within a given height
as a 3D polygonal prism. All points which are inside this prism are segmented from the
point cloud. The coincident is, that these points are actually the points of those objects
which are sitting on this plane. Since we know the indices of these points in the original
point cloud, a binary cloud can be generated as follows:
P (x, y) ∈ C =
{
if true, intensity value is 1
if false, intensity value is 0
where P (x, y) is a point in the original point cloud and C is the cluster inside the 3D
polygonal prism. An example of such binary cloud can be seen in ﬁgure 3.11 below.
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Figure 3.10: Result of the plane’s concave hull calculation.
Figure 3.11: Visualization of ﬁgure 3.11’s point cloud as a binary cloud in a text
editor. Yellow color represents 1’s and rest are 0’s.
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From the generated binary cloud the object clusters can be seen easily. The algorithm
goes through the binary cloud and only points with intensity value of 1 are considered.
For each of these point’s neighbours are accessed in constant time due to the organized




true, if(pn = 0 && dist(p, pn) < tdistance)
false, otherwise
where p represent a point from the binary cloud with an intensity value of 1, pn is a
neighbour of p and dist(p, pn) is the distance function between two given points, which
is a simple Euclidean distance [17]. Based on the above formula a point’s neighbour is
in the same cluster if its value is 1 and is within a certain distance threshold compared
to the given point. If its value is 1, but the distance part of the formula fails, then it
means it is most likely two objects overlapping each other and belongs to a separate
cluster. On the other hand it still might belong to the same object, but due to depth
discontinuity the distance measuring fails. Therefore there are two problems yet what
needs some attention.
1. Depth discontinuity
2. If two object overlap each other partially
The ﬁrst problem can occur if there is an object, which occludes some of its own part,
like a computer screen its holder or a table its leg. The second problem is strait forward.
There are solutions for both cases, but unfortunately they cancel out each other in a
way. The solution for the depth discontinuity is if the clustering of the objects is without
any distance data between the neighbouring points in the binary cloud. This means,
that the algorithm does not use any distance metric, but then overlapping objects would
be considered as one. Again, introducing a distance metric would solve the overlapping
problem, but as it was stated above it fails when depth discontinuity comes along.
An observation was made about the point clouds generated by Kinect v2, the second
generation depth camera from Microsoft. It tends to create some tail like noise in
the point cloud, where discontinuity happens. As a result of this a well set distance
threshold will still consider a monitor’s holder as one object with the monitor and two
objects which are overlapping each other. The result of the clustering can be seen in
ﬁgure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Object clustering results. Each cluster represents a diﬀerent color, in
total 4.
3.2.3 Local Descriptor Generation
The input and output of this phase of the online pipeline can be seen in table 3.7 below.
Input Output
Object clusters Local descriptors
Table 3.7: Input and output of phase 3 in the online section of the system.
The input of this phase is a set of object clusters. These object clusters are then
converted back to their depth image state. Since the Kinect V2’s depth image resolution
is only 512 × 424, an object cluster’s corresponding depth image is relatively small.
Therefore these depth image patches are scaled up uniformly to have their width 256
pixel wide. The ratio between the original depth image patches and the scaled version
can bee seen in ﬁgure 3.13 and ﬁgure 3.14. Note that there is also an empty border
added to the scaled image.
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Figure 3.13: Left: original depth image patch. Right: scaled depth image patch.
Figure 3.14: Left: original depth image patch. Right: scaled depth image patch.
After having the scaled depth image patches, the same edge detection algorithm is
applied as in the oﬄine section, namely the Canny line algorithm. A visualization of
the ﬁnal result can be seen in ﬁgure 3.15 below. The local descriptors are calculated for
each line image as it is deﬁned in Chapter 2.1.3 with the values of table 3.1.3.
Figure 3.15: Edge image of ﬁgure 3.13.
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The similarity between the database and the online phases’s edge images can be seen in
3.16 below.
Figure 3.16: Top database generation, bottom online phase generation. From left to
right: model, depth map of the model, corresponding edge image.
3.2.4 Retrieval
The input and output of this phase of the online pipeline can be seen in table 3.8 below.
Input Output
Local descriptors Detection results
Table 3.8: Input and output of phase 4 in the online section of the system.
The values of the local descriptors represent raw word counts of the given visual word.
This can be misleading since some word might need bigger weights as it can be more
important in the given context. Therefore I am using the tf-idf model (term frequency-
inverse document frequency) [16] to determine the weight of a given visual word. The
idea behind using this technique is that a visual word is more important, which appears
more often in a sketch, but also less distinctive if it occurs often in the collection [3].
For computing weights the following formula is used [9]:








where hj is an entry of a local descriptors, N is the total number of views in the collection
and fi is the frequency of visual word j in the whole collection.
After calculating the right weights a similarity metric is used to measure the similarity
between two local descriptors. If D1 and D2 are two local descriptors representing an




This means, that two local descriptors are similar if they point into the same direction.
All descriptors are normalized, so descriptors with higher word counts are not beneﬁting
from it.
In the end the local descriptors are compared against the local descriptors in the support-
ing database with the above similarity metric. The comparison is fast due to inverted
index structure created during the database generation. The ﬁnal top 20 views, whose
local descriptor was the most similar with the examined object’s local descriptor is eval-
uated to have a ﬁnal result. The decision is made by counting the occurrence of each
object type. The one with the most occurrence is the ﬁnal result of the object detector.
This also means that it does not have to be the object which had the smallest diﬀerence.
For example in ﬁgure 3.17 the object which is getting detected by the system is a mug.
The ﬁrst two results are not mugs, but the majority in the top 20 result is actually a
mug, hence the current result is a mug.
Figure 3.17: Testing the retrieval system by inputting ﬁgure 3.16 image patch of a
mug
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3.2.5 Correspondence
The input and output of this separate phase of the online pipeline can be seen in table
3.7 below.
Input Output
Point cloud Transformation matrix
Table 3.9: Input and output of the correspondence in the online section of the system.
This phase runs parallel to the above explained online pipeline. Its responsibility is to
be able to localize the camera in space and to be able to tell the correspondence between
detected objects in diﬀerent frames.
As table 3.7 claims the input of this phase is a point cloud. This point cloud is regis-
tered to the previous frame’s point cloud with the technique discussed in Chapter 2.1.4
and Chapter 2.2.5. It is important to note, that the transformation matrix is calcu-
lated always to the previous frame and then it is multiplied with the previous frame’s
transformation matrix to obtain the global transformation.
T1 ∗ T2 ∗ ...Tn = Tglobal
T1, T2, ... Tn represents the local transformation matrix of the current frame and Tglobal
represents the global transformation matrix. It is also important to note, that there is
no T0, since the ﬁrst transformation is applied after the second frame.
After the registration is done the transformation matrix is obtained. The resulting
transformation matrix is applied to each object detected in the current frame. After
the transformation matrix is applied to the detected object clusters a simple distance
calculation can prove which cluster corresponds to which previous detected object clus-
ters, if any. This distance is a simple Euclidean distance, which was discussed in several
chapters above already. The distance is measured between the centroid of the clusters.
As always there is a certain threshold for the distance. If two centroids are within this
certain threshold, then the two cluster represent the same object. In my application this
threshold is 0.05, which represents 5 cm in the point cloud space. An illustration of this
phase can be seen in ﬁgure 3.18 below.
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Figure 3.18: Top: Each color represents a separate frame and each camera is marked
with the corresponding frame’s color. Bottom: The same image, but instead of vi-
sualizing the point clouds cubes are used to be able to see the transformations more
clearly.
3.2.6 Retrieval reﬁnement
The input and output of this separate phase of the online pipeline can be seen in table
3.10 below.
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Input Output
Results of the online phase Reﬁned results
Table 3.10: Input and output of the reﬁnement phase in the online section of the
system.
This is an independent phase of the above presented system. It tends to reﬁne the
output of the online part’s current results. The reﬁnement works in an iterative way on
top of the online pipeline. The input as it is in table 3.10 is a set of results from the
online pipeline. The diﬀerent input results are separated into vectors. Each vector holds
results to the same corresponding object in the scene. The acquisition of the proper
correspondence between these results are described in the previous chapter, namely
Chapter 3.2.5. There has to be at least two result vectors to have the results reﬁned. As
a result of this there is no reﬁnement phase after the results of the ﬁrst processed input
depth map frame of the online phase. Furthermore the reﬁnement of a result list of
vectors triggers only for the objects, which are the current results of the online pipeline.
To illustrate the above mechanism the following simple example will guide through the
process. Suppose there were several depth map frames processed via the online phase
already. Therefore there should be already several list of vectors with results of the
corresponding object. A new input depth frame is then processed. There were two
objects clusters at the end with a result set. Both set of results are then added to the
right list of result vectors. Clearly if there was no corresponding list of result vectors
yet to the given object, then a new one is created. As soon as the new results are added
to the proper list the reﬁnement mechanism triggers.
The reﬁnement takes the result list vectors as an input and ﬁnds the result in the same
way as in Chapter 3.2.4. The diﬀerence is that now there are x ∗ top20 results, where x
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Where the ﬁrst two vector represents two result vector of the same object cluster from a
diﬀerent view point. Each dimension of the vector represents the occurrence of a given
type of object. This means, that there are 6 type of objects in this example. The result
of the two result vector is the reﬁned result. As it can be seen the ﬁrst two vector would
have diﬀerent results and after reﬁnement the entry zero becomes the dominant.
My observation was, that the retrieval reﬁnement improved the successful detection
rate. Some input depth frames might be from a less advantageous view and hence it
can inﬂuence the detection. Considering multiple views as the ﬁnal result can overcome
this issue. The following images in ﬁgure 3.19 demonstrates the diﬀerence between one
view and multiple view results.
Figure 3.19: From left to right: 1., 2., 3., input frame. Frame 1. gets false positives
for the monitor as laptop and for the mouse as glass. Frame 2. reﬁnement phase ﬁxes




My chosen language for developing both parts of the application (online part - object
detection, oﬄine part - database generator) was C++. As for developing environment
I used Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 under Windows 8.1 operating system. The reason
for this is, that the new Kinect V2 camera’s API requires at least Windows 8 and Mi-
crosoft Visual Studio 2013. I also tried some open source API’s for the new Kinect, like
libfreenect but I didn’t ﬁnd them reliable enough yet. Still I wanted to have the chance
to make the application cross platform in the future, therefore I designed an interface
between the Windows dependent Kinect code and the application’s other parts. As
for an application framework I used the well known library Qt. For visualization and
artiﬁcial depth map generation I used OpenGL. All the point cloud processing tasks
are done with PCL [28], the point cloud library. Since PCL library has no oﬃcial re-
lease for Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 I had to create my own version. Edge detections
and image manipulations are done with OpenCV. Additional library used in the project







Table 4.1: Summery of the libraries and APIs used in the project.
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It is also important to note, that the application, which realizes the online part of the
system is a multithreading application. This is important in order to achieve real-time
feedback to the user. There are three important threads in the application.
• The main thread, which is responsible for the user inputs and the rendering, plus
converting each depth map frame into a point cloud structure and calculating the
corresponding normals. This thread is running with 28-30 fps.
• The registration thread, which is responsible for ﬁnding the transformation be-
tween the input frames, so the camera can be localized and the correspondence
can be found between the detected objects. This thread is running with 20-22 fps.
• The processing thread, which is responsible to process the input frame by seg-
menting it into separate object clusters and identify them by object type. This
thread is running with 2-3 fps.
Input frames above consist of the point cloud and the corresponding normals. There is
also communication between some of the threads. The processing thread for example
queries the registration thread about the actual global transformation to be able to
ﬁnd correspondences between the identiﬁed and the already identiﬁed objects. This is
important from the reﬁnement phase of point of view. On the other hand the main
thread for visualization purposes queries the processing thread for the identiﬁed object
results to be able to show feedback to the user and to be able to indicate any changes
happened during the reﬁnement phase. An illustration of the system can be seen in
ﬁgure 4.1 below.
Figure 4.1: A ﬂow diagram of the system. Each color represents a diﬀerent thread.




In this chapter some analysis will be provided of the system, limitations will be discussed
and a summary of the results with some evaluation will be provided. The chapter will
ﬁnish with some thoughts on future work. Limitations will cover the edge cases of
the applications and cases where failure can happen. The results section will cover an
evaluation of the used techniques and how they improved the results. There will be
words about the diﬀerence between the one view and multiple view results. Last but
not least some future improvements will be discussed.
5.1 Analysis
As it was described in Chapter 4 the system has three threads. Out of these three
threads two is basically real time, which means 15+ fps. The third thread is running
with 2 fps. This thread is responsible for the segmentation and detection part. While
the corresponding application is designed in a way, that the user doesn’t necessarily
notices this slowness, it would be feasible to speed up this part of the system.
On the other hand, even with 2 fps the system is accurately detecting the objects in the
scene. Some objects are detected correctly from the ﬁrst frame and some are detected
correctly after several frames. This is due to the fact that some views are more descriptive
of a given object, then others. Therefore it is important to mention, that as more frames
come into the system the detection’s reliability grows.
The system is also robust against occlusion unlike the Fourier descriptor method [4]
described in Chapter 2.1.1. The system is capable of detecting large (e.g. chairs) and
small (e.g. cups) objects and is scale and rotation invariant unlike this [32] method also
mentioned in Chapter 2.1.1.
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Last but not least the presented system is an extension of a state of the art sketch based
method [3], by automatizing the sketch generation and implanting it into a full object
detection pipeline.
5.2 Limitations
The limitations of the system in the current stage are the following:
• Detecting certain very small objects is hard due to the noise of the input depth
map and errors of the plane detection. Objects, which can belong into the ”very
small” object category do not extrude enough from the supporting plane, like cell
phones or pens laying on a table for example. This means, that during the plane
detection phase they can get neglected and counted as part of the plane.
• On the other side, the noise from the depth camera can inﬂuence the plane detec-
tion algorithm and corners of the table can be falsely detected as objects.
• Also very dense scenes where objects are touching and are close together are very
hard to segment rightfully. Therefore on these kind of scenes the system can fail
to segment and detect the right objects.
5.3 Evaluation and Results
This section describes the main tricks, which improved and made the system more
robust. The methods will be discussed in a bottom to top fashion.
First of all, one of the key phases in the system is the segmentation of the objects.
The object segmentation relies on detecting the supporting plane structure. Using only
the plane detection method explained in Chapter 2.1.1 was not enough, because the
algorithm is not able to fully ﬁlter out points, which are not part of the plane, but it gives
a reasonable good guess. Using the resulting points of this phase, I used an additional
reﬁnement phase with the help of the well known RANSAC algorithm, explained in
Chapter 2.2.2. Using RANSAC alone on a big point cloud data as obtained from the
Kinect is too slow, but using it on a smaller point set is satisfying and fast.
An other important aspect, which should be highlighted is the chosen descriptor. When
I ﬁrst started implementing the system I used the a descriptor called Fourier descriptor
[23], described in Chapter 2.1.2. This descriptor works ﬁne until the case of partial
matching does not come into the picture. Since this descriptor relies on the silhouette or
in other words the contour of the object, as soon as the input is just a part of the given
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object it fails to detect it and gives false positive results. On the other hand GALIF
features and the bag of feature method does not depend on full object observation and
partial matching is way more robust and reliable. Therefore I switched to this feature
and method instead, which improved the results successfully.
The biggest improvement and contribution of this thesis is the using of multiple views.
Each view is processed and evaluated separately, but after each processed phase a reﬁne-
ment is taking place. This reﬁnement is considering all previous results and reevaluates
the results if necessary. This contribution improves the accuracy of the detection and
ﬁlters out false positive detections, which makes the system more reliable. The tests
showed, that the accuracy of the presented object detection pipeline is 75%, but 50% of
the failed cases are actually fall into a similar object type, like detecting a cup instead
of a mug or detecting a laptop instead of a monitor.
As a conclusion, tracing back the object detection dilemma to a sketch based object
retrieval problem, combining it with additional techniques from the ﬁled of computer
graphics and computer vision is a viable approach. Some results can be seen in ﬁgure
5.1 below.
5.4 Future work
One of the most important things which would largely improve the robustness and
reliability of the presented system is improving the segmentation part. There are several
other techniques out there, which address a solution to this problem, like [24]. Hence
trying out some other methods should be competent. To make the system more fast
and more real-time, some parallelization could be added. There are several phases in
the system, which could be implemented on GPU, like one of the point cloud processing
steps. Since right now the whole process of detecting without the registration and
reﬁnement part is 2 fps. As from a development point of view an additional feature, like
reconstruction would greatly boost the beneﬁts of the application. The system is already
prepared for such a feature, just some additional development is need to ﬁnd the proper
oriented bounding boxes for each object cluster and replace it with a polygonal model
from the supporting database. Along with this, there are endless range of possibilities
to shape, improve the system in a way so it can become beneﬁcial to a certain user base.
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Figure 5.1: Some example results of the system. From top to bottom: general oﬃce
scene, general oﬃce scene with objects not in their standard position, general oﬃce
scene with an occlusion example (1), general oﬃce scene with an occlusion example
(2), general furniture scene, general furniture scene with objects not in their standard
position.
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